
Pine Room March Update

offering play materials and roles to others • playing with others 
co-operatively • inviting others to play • exchanging ideas, 

materials and points of view with others

Coming Up This Month

March 4th – Making playdough

March  11th – Crazy hair day

March 18th – Bring In your family picture

March 25th – Wear your favourite t-shirt

Loose parts

After our introduction of “loose parts to the Pine Room”, we have designated one of
our shelves to hosting our stock of loose parts, accessible to the children at all times.
Egg cartons, cardboard boxes, paper rolls, plastic containers, are some of the current
items you will find, these “loose parts” get added to weekly. We have seen children
showing interest in these items, as a class we painted the egg cartons to make
caterpillars attaching the pipe cleaners to the leg part. The children also made
Valentine’s Day roses to their parents by painting the inner and outer part of the egg
carton in red.

The Children made “car” and “airplane”, out of cardboard boxes and decorated
them with paint and pom-poms. They drove around the classroom taking turns with
their friends. During outdoor time, the children collected pinecones of different sizes
in the field and used them to make creations by painting with them.

Loose parts are a great way to draw out a child’s imagination/creativity by
encouraging the children to explore with materials in many ways. Loose parts are an
easy way for parents to encourage their children’s imagination and learning at
home. If loose parts is something you want to try out with your children at home, we
suggest your first step is – involve the children! Have the children collect objects and
materials from both indoors and outdoors. Once the materials are collected let the
children freely explore them.

Linking to HDLH: Loose parts is a great way of keeping the children engaged for a
longer period and it has been proven to increase children’s attention span.

Linking to ELECT: Cognition; Exploring transformations and hypothesizing- Mixing
and transforming materials to predict the outcomes of transformation.

Read Cheryl’s regular blog at 
www.thistleoaks.ca/blog

“Creativity is inventing, experimenting, 
growing, taking risks, breaking rules, 
making mistakes and having fun”.

“It is not just about the creativity; it is 
about the person you are becoming 
while you are creating”.



Pine Room March Update

Special Focus - Children’s Engagement 

and Expression through materials 

Our Pine Room children are provided with the space to bring out
their creative expressions into ‘light’ using different materials.
Through different areas of the classroom, the children are provided
with opportunities to engage and express their creativity and
imagination both individually and as a group in order to enhance
their experiences.

Music and Movement: The children show their current moods such
as happy, excitement, and joyful by moving their bodies to the
musical instruments played by them. The children also use the
microphones to sing their own composed lyrics.

Book Centre: The children pretended to be teachers and read stories
to their peers, bringing their imagination into the story.

Creative/Arts Centre: Children used variety of materials to engage
and express their creations, such as molding the snow playdough to
make shapes and objects.

Children’s Observable Interests

Story time: children were engaging in role play in the book corner. The children were
reenacting “story time” where they were pretending to read stories to their peers.

Science (Snow Playdough): this month, the interest in snow led the educators to plan
a sensory and science activity for the Pine children to explore. The Snow Playdough
was made with coconut conditioner and corn starch. These two ingredients provided
an opportunity for the children to feel the texture and the smell while mixing and
molding it around.

Family and Role play: The children were observed role playing “home” and “school”
acting out their rendition on family members and pretending to be an educator this
month. Throughout the month you could see the children expressing their thoughts,
emotions, and experiences as they engaged in their role play. Assigning roles to each
other, they agreed upon who would a mommy, daddy, sibling, baby, and even who is
going to take the role of uncle and aunt. The Children also imitated the roles of being
the Educators of the classroom!

Creative Expression – Cardboard Boxes: The children’s interests and use of the
cardboard boxes exploded the Pine program with evidence of the children’s voices and
love of transportation as they drew upon their creative skills. This creative explosion is
best highlighted using the “car” they created. Our children painted and decorated
them with pompons, glitters and handprints. After the “car” was decorated, the
children took turns to sit in it and pretend-drove while a peer pushed from the back.

Linking to ELECT: Opportunities for all the children to share and hear about family
stories can help them understand how they and their families are both alike and
different. Freely talking about one’s own family reinforces the child’s sense of self-
respect and pride in who he/she is. (ELECT Identify formation).

Linking to HDLH: Young children experience their world as an environment of
relationships, which affect virtually all aspects of their development. Opportunities to
make and explore connections between home and our program, strengthened the
sense of belonging and feelings of security (HDLD).



Pine Room Pictures in a Glance

.
Both Meredith and Winnie, 
painting the egg cartons.

Winnie having Fun in the car, 
while Felix pushes her.

Emily and Felix are working 
On their snow playdough

Winnie is making a circle shape out of the train tracks.

Emily is singing her own lyrics, 
while playing the keyboard

Meredith using shovels as traffic 
lights: Stop and Go!

Bruce expressing through the music., Singing and playing 
the bongos. 

The Pine Room boys practicing 
balance by walking and jumping 
on logs


